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Most conversational passage retrieval systems try to resolve conversational dependencies by using an inter-

mediate query resolution step. To do so, they synthesize conversational data or assume the availability of

large-scale question rewriting datasets. To relax those conditions, we propose a zero-shot unified resolution–

retrieval approach, that (i) contextualizes and (ii) expands query embeddings using the conversation history

and without fine-tuning on conversational data. Contextualization biases the last user question embeddings

towards the conversation. Query expansion is used in two ways: (i) abstractive expansion generates embed-

dings based on the current question and previous history, whereas (ii) extractive expansion tries to identify

history term embeddings based on attention weights from the retriever. Our experiments demonstrate the

effectiveness of both contextualization and unified expansion in improving conversational retrieval. Contex-

tualization does so mostly by resolving anaphoras to the conversation and bringing their embeddings closer

to the important resolution terms that were omitted. By adding embeddings to the query, expansion targets

phenomena of ellipsis more explicitly, with our analysis verifying its effectiveness on identifying and adding

important resolutions to the query. By combining contextualization and expansion, we find that our zero-shot

unified resolution–retrieval methods are competitive and can even outperform supervised methods.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The introduction of commercial voice assistants along with advances in natural language under-
standing have enabled users to interact with retrieval systems in richer and more natural ways
through conversations. While those interactions can ultimately lead to increased user satisfaction,
they are inherently complex as they require an understanding of the entire dialogue semantics
by the retrieval system [49, 59]. For instance consider the sequence of queries of Table 1. Initially,
the user requests information regarding the Bronze Age collapse, but his follow-up queries omit
vital information on the basis of it being mentioned before. That could happen either explicitly by
anaphora (id 34_2: “evidence for it”) or implicitly by ellipsis (id 34_3: “possible causes [of bronze
age collapse]”).
Large-scale datasets have greatly improved the ability of models to understand language across

a variety of tasks [11, 53, 73], but such datasets are lacking when it comes to conversational re-
trieval. Constructing a large and diverse conversational retrieval dataset can be quite challenging.
One issue is that each query can depend on the previous conversation. Therefore as conversations
evolve queries in later turns occur in the long-tail [26, 75]. Hence, multi-turn queries are hard to
aggregate and anonymise, making it unlikely that publicly available resources can be built from
real user search sessions or conversational interactions. Therefore, datasets need to be built using
human experts in controlled environments or simulations. However, the former leads to small-
scale datasets [15–17, 61] and requires explicit conversation development instructions which bias
the nature of the constructed dataset and hurt the generalizability of models to new types of con-
versations [2]. The latter cannot guarantee fidelity to real scenarios and is a field of study on its
own [28, 30, 33, 38, 63].

On the other hand there is a plethora of data resources for ad-hoc retrieval, e.g.,
Craswell et al. [12]. Therefore, most conversational retrieval approaches so far introduce a query
rewriting step, which essentially decomposes the conversational search problem into a query reso-
lution problem and an ad-hoc retrieval problem. Query resolution attempts to place the user’s ques-
tion in the context of the conversation. One set of methods does so by generating [23, 44, 67, 74],
updating [56] or expanding [42, 70] the words of the last user question/query, while others try
to disambiguate the query on the latent space [14, 45, 75]. In all cases, supervision is required
and performed against CANARD [21], a dataset of 40K curated rewrites of conversational ques-
tions, QReCC [5], a dataset that complements CANARD with additional queries and answers, or
synthetically created conversations for training models [14, 49, 74] that cannot guarantee fidelity
towards real scenarios. Unsupervised approaches expand the user’s question by extracting general
informative terms from the conversation history [10, 46].

Recent advances in instruction-tuned generative LLMs have given rise to models with notable
generalization capabilities [29, 39, 54, 65]. Although little work exists so far in using such LLMs for
Conversational Retrieval, preliminary evidence shows promising results for query rewriting in few-
shot settings [48]. Other work tries to enhance conversational retrieval by using generative LLMs
to generate potential answers and fuse these answers in the query to improve passage ranking [52].
Nonetheless, performing the entire conversational retrieval task with a generative model remains
underexplored, while even performing retrieval comes with many challenges. Those challenges
are related to hallucinations and issues around answer verifiability, which are crucial topics in
Information Retrieval [47]. Some works try to mitigate those issue, by generating an answer and
trying to attribute it to a reference document from the corpus post-hoc [9], but further research is
required in this area.
Instead, in this article we focus on Dense Retrievers and inspect their abilities to handle both

query resolution and retrieval in a zero-shot setting. We pose the following key research question:
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Table 1. Example of Conversational Queries

id Query

34_1 Tell me about the Bronze Age collapse.
34_2 What is the evidence for it?
34_3 What are some of the possible causes?
34_4 Who were the Sea Peoples?
34_5 What was their role in it?
34_6 What other factors led to a breakdown of trade?
34_7 What about environmental factors?
34_8 What empires survived?
34_9 What came after it?

to what extent can Dense Retrieval models transfer knowledge from ad-hoc retrieval to conversational
retrieval, where data scarcity is and will likely remain an imminent problem?
To answer this question we adapt ColBERT [37], the state-of-the-art BERT-based token-

level dense retriever pre-trained on ad-hoc search data. We propose Zero-shot Conversational
Contextualization (ZeCo2), a variant of ColBERT which contextualizes all embeddings within the
conversation but performs matching using only the contextualized terms of the user’s last ques-
tion (Figure 1). Since conversational queries can omit crucial information and contextualization
operates implicitly by influencing embeddings, we hypothsize that more explicit methods can im-
prove retrieval. Therefore we also explore conversational query expansion, which explicitly adds
missing terms to the query to resolve conversational dependencies. We introduce two Query Ex-
pansion techniques that are unified in the Dense Retriever’s Query Encoder, which differ from
other methods that use external models or algorithms to perform expansion [46, 67, 70, 74]. The
former method, abstractive query expansion, operates entirely in the latent space and predicts
term embeddings relevant to the user’s information need using MASK tokens. The latter, extrac-
tive query expansion, detects important terms from the conversation history based on attention
weights from the query encoder and adds them to the query. We expect that attention weights
can be a meaningful signal for identifying resolution terms, especially when phenomena of co-
reference appear. For example, when the anaphora “What is the evidence of it” occurs (referring
to the Bronze Age collapse), we expect high attention scores between it and the Bronze Age collapse.

Observing that contextualization and expansion work in different ways, we argue they can com-
plement each other and combine them. For example, consider query id 34_2 (“What is the evidence
for it”). Contextualization will ideally influence the embedding of the anaphora term it to go closer
to the resolution terms “Bronze Age Collapse”, whereas expansion will explicitly add these term
embeddings to the query. Therefore, in the last part of this work, we compare the effectiveness of
various expansion methods when used in combination with contextualization, but also in isolation.
We benchmark the unified abstractive and extractive expansion methods introduced here, as well
as a number of baseline extractive expansion methods. From the latter we consider only extractive
expansion methods that add terms from the conversation history, and specifically HQE [46], an
unsupervised keyword-extraction method and QuReTeC [70], a state of the art BERT-based query
resolution method.
To sum up, this article introduces zero-shot conversational retrieval–expansionmethods unified

into the Dense Retriever’s Query Encoder. Our approaches are zero-shot in the conversational
domain, that is, they do not use any conversational search data, neither rewritten queries nor
relevance judgements, to retrieve relevant passages. In contrast to the aforementioned unsuper-
vised keyword extraction works, that use multi-stage retrieval pipelines and hence depend on
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Fig. 1. Zero-shot Conversational Dense Retriever (figure adapted from [37] with permission)

the retrieval corpus to solve the query resolution problem, we use a single Dense Retriever to
perform retrieval and conversational query resolution (contextualization and query expansion).
Specifically, we aim to answer the following research questions:

RQ1 Can zero-shot contextualisation of conversational queries improve dense passage
retrieval?
RQ1.1 How does zero-shot contextualization affect embeddings of the last turn’s query?
RQ1.2 How robust is zero-shot contextualization across turns?

RQ2 Can we contextualise abstractive query expansion with the conversation to improve
dense passage retrieval?
RQ2.1 How does zero-shot contextualiszation affect embeddings of abstractive expansion

tokens?
RQ2.2 How robust is abstractive query expansion across turns?

RQ3 Can we perform extractive query expansion from the conversation history using the
Dense Retriever’s encoder to improve dense passage retrieval?

RQ4 How do zero-shot unified resolution–retrieval methods compare to baseline query ex-
pansion methods and can contextualisation of independently created expansions improve
performance?

The remainder of this article is structured as follows: In Section 2, we outline the Related Work,
while Sections 3 and 4 contain our Methodology and Experimental Setup respectively. In Section 5,
we investigateRQ1 Conversational Contextualization, along with the corresponding analysis that
looks at its effect on token embeddings and robustness across turns (Sections 5.1 and 5.2). In
Section 6 we investigate RQ2 that complements Contextualization with Abstractive Query Ex-
pansion, followed by a similar analysis on Expansion embeddings (Section 6.1) and robustness
(Section 6.2). We proceed by investigating RQ3, Extractive Query Expansion in Section 7. Finally,
in Section 8, we examine RQ4 by examining the performance of various types of expansion mech-
anisms in isolation or combined with contextualization. We conclude in Section 9 with key take-
aways and directions for future work.

2 RELATEDWORK

Conversational agents have become increasingly ubiquitous with the introduction of commercial
voice-assistants (e.g., Alexa, Google Assistant, etc.). This is fueled by advances in Machine Learn-
ing, voice recognition as well as Language Understanding. Many works have tried to understand
the area by defining tasks, challenges and opportunities around Conversational Information Seek-
ing systems [27, 76]. Radlinski and Craswell [59] provided a theoretical framework for conversa-
tional search, analyzing in depth desirable characteristics and capabilities a conversational search
agent should possess. Azzopardi et al. [6] discussed conversational information-seeking (CIS)
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systems in the scope of different actions and intents for both its users and systems. A large number
of researchers came together to discuss CIS systems, define them and set a future roadmap, coming
up with many diverse research areas and agendas [4].
While different systems, tasks and conceptual frameworks have been proposed, the task of Open-

domain Conversational Question Answering [5, 57] was one of the earliest, most concrete and
explicitly related to information retrieval. It involves a user trying to satisfy an information need
while searching through a vast collection of documents to find supporting evidence while answer-
ing the question in hand. Such systems usually comprise of a retriever, that looks for a document
containing the answer, and a reader which extracts the answer given the retrieved document. In
this article, we focus on the task of Conversational Passage Retrieval (ConvPR), which in-
volves evaluating conversational systems based on the relevance of their retrieved results.

2.1 Query Rewriting

Query rewriting has been a crucial step in most approaches for Conversational Passage Retrieval
and its goal is to make the last user question/query self-contained and therefore independent of the
previous conversation. Various methods approach ConvPR as a query rewriting problem, followed
by an ad-hoc retrieval pipeline.
A first set of rewriting methods can be characterised as “extractive”, in the sense that they

expand the last user question with terms from the conversation history. They do so either using a
BERT-based token classification approach [42, 70] or using keyword extraction techniques [10, 46].
Among the first class of methods, Voskarides et al. [70] proposed a distant supervision technique
[51] to automatically identify relevant terms from the conversation history using the relevant
passages. Kumar and Callan [42] use a similar approach while also combining it with Multi-View
Reranking, which constructs multiple alternative queries and fuse their scores at the reranking
phase. When it comes to keyword extraction methods, Lin et al. [46] devise a Historical Query
Expansion (HQE) pipeline, that first uses Query Performance Prediction to determine whether a
conversational query is ambiguous and if so, they expand it using keywords from the conversation
history. Both the QPP and the keyword-extraction algorithms here are based on BM25 scores and
hence unsupervised. Borisov et al. [10] also use keyword extraction to improve conversational
search, in a slightly different setting. They investigate document ranking with mixed-initiative
conversations containing clarifying questions [3] and collect two keyword extraction datasets
from news titles and conversations.
On the other hand, some methods use encoder-decoder architectures [64] to generate the disam-

biguated query entirely, instead of appending terms to the last question. Many methods fine-tune
GPT-2 [58] or T5 [60] models as rewriters using CANARD [21], a query rewriting dataset consist-
ing of 40K manually curated rewrites [23, 44, 46, 66]. In contrast, Yu et.al. [74] identify that conver-
sational queries mostly exhibit anaphoras and ellipsis and create their own synthetic dataset for
training an abstractive question rewriter. To construct the dataset, they corrupt session queries
by either creating co-references or omitting terms that appear in previous turns/queries in the
session. More recently, Qian and Dou [56] propose a hybrid approach, which modifies the query
using insertions and replacements of words from the original query to perform the resolution. They
propose a unifying framework between query rewriting and context modelling, using supervision
signals from the query rewrite to amplify their influence on the learned query representations in
the latent space. In a similar spirit, Mo et al. [52] try to use the predictive power of LLMs in answer
generation to boost retrieval. Specifically, they learn to generate a potential answer from the query
and use it to expand the query during the retrieval.
In a comparative study, Vakulenko et al. [67] benchmarks rewriters using a common retrieve-

then-rerank setup, concluding that different rewriters are optimal for the retrieval and the
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reranking phase. Del Tredici et al. [18] performs a similar study for open-domain QA, investigat-
ing separately passage retrieval and QA performance. They conclude that extractive rewriters
methods (e.g., QuReTeC [70]) work best when used with sparse retrievers, while generative rewrit-
ers work best for the reader.

2.2 Dense Retrieval Methods for Conversational Search

A number of works have also investigated using a Dense Retriever directly with conversational
queries (i.e., conversation history and last utterance), which offers advantages in terms of latency
as well as a simpler pipeline at inference time. To train such a conversational dense retriever, Yu et
al. [75] uses a teacher-student framework, where the student learns how to produce a good embed-
ding/representation of the conversational query. To do so, it tries tomimic the embedding produced
by the teacher network, given the human reformulated query. Essentially, their method can also be
thought of as rewriting directly in the embedding space, which is also used for document/passage
retrieval using approximate nearest-neighbor search architectures [72]. Lin et al. [45] also focus
on efficiency and propose an end-to-end Dense Retrieval pipeline. Their method still relies on
the query rewrite dataset CANARD, but in contrast to the previous mentioned work, they use
the rewrites to create pseudo-relevance labels. Hence, this is a weak-supervision setting, based
on the assumption that a top-ranked document for the rewritten query is relevant. More re-
cently Dai et al. [14] create a large synthetic dataset of conversational questions and answer pas-
sages, using pre-trained Large Language Models (LLM) and prompting. They do so by turning
Wikipedia articles to information seeking conversations, essentially creating synthetic user ques-
tions from section titles. This results in a synthetic, yet large dataset, which enables them to train
a bi-encoder retriever and a cross-encoder reranker. Mao et al. [49] also generate synthetic con-
versations, but start from web search sessions, to ensure that the relevance target is not the same
throughout the conversation.

2.3 Learned Sparse Retrieval for Conversational Search

Besides Conversational Dense Retrieval models, there have been contemporaneous works that
adapt SPLADE [24], a Learned Sparse Retrieval (LSR) model for Conversational Search.
Specifically, both Le Hai et al. [43] and Mao et al. [50] leverage a teacher-student setup as the
aforementioned Yu et al. [75], where the teacher has access to human rewritten queries, while
the student can only observe the conversation, trying to reproduce a faithful representation from
the teacher. Le Hai et al. [43] tries to retrofitting the sparse term representations (bag-of-words
output of SPLADE) closer to the ones of the teacher model, using an asymetric MSE loss that
encourages term expansion from past answers. LeCoRE [50] similarly uses an Adaptive Sparsity
Regularization prior to achieve this, but additionally to trying to predict the teacher’s tokens, it
also adds a Teacher-Proxy Distillation loss bringing the [CLS] tokens closer.
Our work differs from the aforementioned LSRworks since it is entirely zero-shot (not requiring

human rewritten queries), and focuses on a Dense retriever. It also differs from the rest of the
literature in investigating contextualization and expansion of conversational queries, with a single
model and without using any conversational data for training. That is in contrast to methods that
use question rewriting datasets [70, 75], or create synthetic conversation datasets [14, 45, 74]. The
most closely related method to ours is HQE [46], a keyword-based expansion method that relies
on BM25 scores to rewrite queries through conversational expansion. In contrast, our method
(a) contextualizes conversational embeddings without supervision (Section 5) and (b) also expands
queries with identified term embeddings (Sections 6 and 7), solely based on “knowledge”encoded
in the weights of a pre-trained ranking transformer.
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3 METHODOLOGY

In this section, we describe our zero-shot dense retriever for conversational search. Our approach
consists of two main components: an encoder that produces token embeddings of a document
or query and a matching component that compares query and document token embeddings to
produce a relevance score.

3.1 Task & Notation

Let qt be the user utterance/query to the system at the t th turn, and rt the corresponding canonical
passage response1 provided by the dataset annotators. We formulate our passage retrieval task as
follows: Given a user utterance/query qt and the previous context of the conversation at turn t :
ctxt = (q0, r0, . . . ,qt−1, rt−1), we produce a ranking of top-k passages Rqt = (p1t ,p

2
t , . . . ,p

k
t ) from

a collection C that is most likely to satisfy the users’ information need.

3.2 Token-Level Dense Retrieval

In this section, we briefly describe ColBERT [37], a dense retrieval model that serves as our query
and document encoder fEnc . In contrast to other dense retrievers that construct global query and
document representations (e.g., DPR [36] or ANCE [72]), ColBERT generates embeddings of all in-
put tokens. This allows us to perform matching at the token-level. To generate token embeddings,
ColBERT passes each token through multiple attention layers in a transformer encoder architec-
ture, which contextualizes each tokenwith respect to its surroundings [19, 68].We use Eq to denote
the embeddings produced for a query q and Ed to denote the embeddings produced for a document
d . To compute a query-document score, ColBERT performs a soft-match between the embeddings
of a query token wq and a document token wd by taking their inner product. Specifically, each
query token is matched with the most similar document token and the summation is computed:

Score (q,d ) :=
∑

wq ∈q
max
wd ∈d

Ewq
· ETwd

(1)

where Ewq
and Ewd

are embeddings of query tokenswq and document tokenswd , respectively.

3.3 Conversational Contextualization with Token-Level Dense Retrievers

In this section, we describe our Zero-shot Conversational Contextualization (ZeCo2)method.
When dealing with conversations, it is crucial for each turn to be contextualized with respect

to the conversation. This is the case because conversational queries have continuity and contain
ellipsis or anaphoras to previous turns [66, 70, 74]. Therefore, users omit important information
on individual turns, such as the overall topic of the conversation (e.g., “the Bronze Age collapse”
in Table 1), which harms ranking performance significantly. The key idea here is to bring back
those important terms into the query by contextualising the last user question with the conver-
sation history. We expect that, by doing so, we can implicitly bias the embeddings of the last
question towards previously mentioned words, entities or concepts that are related to the topic of
the conversation, yet might not be explicitly mentioned in the last utterance. For instance question
“What are some of the possible causes” (id 34_2 of Table 1) does not include the topic “Bronze Age
collapse”, which would cause ranking to fail. We achieve this by extending the idea of token con-
textualization from tokens to multi-turn conversations. Instead of contextualising query tokens
only with respect to surrounding tokens from this utterance/turn, we contextualize them using
the entire conversation history. In the example discussed above, we expect the token embeddings
of the last question to be—to some extent—influenced by the “Bronze Age collapse”.

1Canonical passage responses answer previous questions, and the user can refer upon them in his next question.
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In practice, we use ColBERT [37] as our query and document encoder fEnc .We followColBERT’s
standard approach for encoding documents, i.e., we prepend a special token [D] and generate the
document token embeddings Ed : Ed = fEnc ([D]◦d ◦ [SEP])). However, to encode a query at turn t ,
we concatenate the conversational context ctxt with the last query utterance qt before generating
contextualized query token embeddings E∗

qt
.

E∗qt := fEnc ([Q] ◦ ctxt ◦ [SEP] ◦ qt ) (2)

While E∗
qt

constitutes token embeddings of the entire conversation (i.e., the input to fEnc ), our

goal is to perform ranking based on only tokens from the last utterance qt . To do so, we (1) replace
Ewq

with E∗wq
in the token-level matching function (Equation (1)) and (2) compute the score as

Score (qt ,d ), so that only query tokens from the last turn contribute to it.

Score (qt ,d ) :=
∑

wq ∈qt
max
wd ∈d

E∗wq
· ETwd

(3)

The approach of contextualisingqt with respect to the conversation history ctxt avoids the need
for resolution supervision from conversational tasks. That is, our method does not need manually
rewritten questions of conversational queries, or even relevance judgements of conversational
queries which are scarce. Instead, it relies on the pre-training of three different tasks: (a) Masked
Language Modelling, (b) next sentence prediction tasks (pre-training of BERT [19]), and (c) ad-hoc
ranking task (pre-training of ColBERT [37]).

3.4 AbstractiveQuery Expansion with [MASK] Tokens

At times, contextualization might not be enough to fully provide the required context from the
conversation history (e.g., when ellipsis phenomena occur). To mitigate this, we could explicitly
add matching embeddings to the scoring function (Equation (3)), and one way of doing so is by
using ColBERTs’ query expansion technique. ColBERT appends [MASK] tokens to the end of the
query and uses their corresponding embeddings for matching document tokens, which has been
shown to improve ranking [37]. Through its training objective, the query encoder is trained to
generate embeddings from [MASK] tokens that are likely to match the corresponding relevant
document tokens. Therefore, the input to the query encoder (Equation (2)) becomes:

E∗qt := fEnc ([Q] ◦ ctxt ◦ [SEP] ◦ qt ◦ [SEP] ◦ [MASK] ◦ ... ◦ [MASK]) (4)

where we treat the number of [MASK] tokens as a hyperparameter and study it in Section 6.
In the context of conversational search, we explore whether and how this expansion method

can utilise both the conversation history and the most recent user query to generate relevant
embeddings that enhance ranking.

3.5 ExtractiveQuery Expansion with Attention Weights

In addition to generating query expansion embeddings based on the conversation history and
query (Section 3.4), we can also identify relevant previous terms from the conversation, and add
their embeddings to the matching function (Equation (3)). This is similar to prior work that tries
to identify salient terms from the conversation to include in the query [42, 46, 70], but has two
major differences. First, it is unsupervised and integrated in the Dense Retriever’s query encoder.
Second, instead of adding terms to a query, we add their already contextualized embeddings.
To identify expansion terms from the conversation history, we use attention weights from the

query encoder as an indication of relevance of history terms to the current utterance. Attention is
a mechanism that allows models to focus on specific parts of the input when processing another
part of the input, enabling them to capture dependencies and relationships between words in a
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dynamic and flexible manner [8, 68]. Previous works have used attention as a source of explana-
tion [1, 35, 71], or even as a proxy for document relevance[34]. In our case, we use attention to
capture relationships of tokens within a conversation. Our hypothesis is that attention weights
can help us identify resolution words from the conversation, especially when phenomena of co-
reference or anaphora occur. For instance, we expect that an anaphora term (e.g., “it”) will have a
high attention weight to the corresponding resolution (e.g., “bronze age collapse”).
To capture this, we measure cross-attention weights in the query encoder between last utterance

and conversation history tokens. We measure attention scores from a source token S of the last
utterance towards a target token T from the history. For a token S of the last user utterance at
position i , and a token T of the conversation history at position j, we compute a simple sum-of-
squares attention score from token S to T , aggregated across all attention heads h:

attn-score(S → T ) :=
H∑

h=0

(ahi j )
2

(5)

We measure attention weights on the 11th (second-to-last) layer, based on related work and
preliminary experiments [19, 32]. We calculate this score based on only one source token (S) from
the last user utterance (see details in Section 7).
Finally, we add the token embeddings of the terms we identified to expand with in query and

Equation (3) becomes:

Score (qt ,d ) :=
∑

wq ∈(qt∪qa+ )
max
wd ∈d

E∗wq
· ETwd

(6)

where qa+ are the top-N history tokens that maximize the attention score (Equation (5)). We treat
the number of added expansion tokens as a hyperparameter and study it in Section 7.

3.6 Combining Contextualisation with Query Expansion

Contextualisation and methods performing query expansion from the conversation history can be
combined, aiming for improved performance. Since (extractive) query expansion terms come from
the conversation history, they have already been processed in the query encoder. Therefore, we
only need to include their embeddings when matching, which is accomplished by changing the
scoring function (Equation (3)):

Score (qt ,d ) :=
∑

wq ∈(qt∪qr+ )
max
wd ∈d

E∗wq
· ETwd

(7)

where qr+ consists of identified history terms that are not in the last query (qr+ = qr \qt ). If tokens
in qr+ appear more than once in the history, we use the embedding of the last token occurrence.

4 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

In this section, we outline our experimental setup.

4.1 Datasets and Evaluation

We test our approach on the TREC CAsT ’19, ’20 and ’21 [15–17] datasets. Each dataset consists
of about 25 conversations, with an average of 10 turns per conversation. CAsT ’20 and ’21 include
canonical passage responses to previous questions, that the user can refer to or give feedback.
The corpus consists of the MSMarco Passages and Documents, Wikipedia, and Washington Post
news articles [20, 53, 55]. TREC CAsT ’19 and ’20 includes relevance judgements at passage level,
whereas CAsT ’21 at the document level. For CAsT ’21, we split the documents into passages and
score each document based on its highest scored passage (MaxP [13]).
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To quantify retrieval performance we use two metrics: NDCG@3 and Recall at two different
depths (R@100 & R@1K). The former quantifies effectiveness at the top ranks, which is important
for a user, while the latter expresses the ability of a first-stage ranker to retrieve relevant passages
that can be later re-ranked with a more effective second-stage ranker.

4.2 Methods & Baselines

ColBERT. ColBERT was trained to contextualize tokens through (a) the self-supervision of
BERT’s masked language model and next-sentence prediction [19] and (b) the training to optimize
ad-hoc ranking [37]. In our experiments, we use the weights of a ColBERT retriever pre-trained
on the MSMarco passage ranking dataset [53]. We use ColBERT v1, while our method remains
applicable to v2 [62], where the main novelty is optimizations to reduce the index size. To avoid
any spill-over effects, we perform matching only on the query tokens; we deactivate matching on
the CLS , query indicator ([Q]), and expansion tokens used in the original work [37].

Baselines. To assess the effect of our contextualization method ZeCo2 (Section 5), we compare
with appropriate conversational dense retrieval baselines. The dense retrieval baselines use either
ColBERT [37] or ANCE [72] as their basis.
ColBERT -based baselines:

— last-turn uses only the last user question and ignores the conversation history; embeddings
are therefore not contextualised (i.e., ctxt = ∅ in Equation (2)).

— all-history uses the entire conversation as a query; in this case, embeddings are contextual-
ized in conversation, and the matching function includes terms across the entire history (i.e.,
Score (ctxt ◦ qt ,d )).

— human uses the human rewritten queries directly, and is therefore an oracle indicating the
upper-bound retrieval performance of ColBERT .

ANCE-based baselines (taken from ConvDR [75]):

— zero-shot is an unsupervised model, using the entire conversation as a query (similar to
ColBERT all-history)

— few-shot is a model trained with Knowledge-Distillation on a query rewrite dataset.
— human uses the human rewritten queries directly, and is therefore an oracle indicating the
upper-bound retrieval performance of ANCE.

To evaluate the effectiveness of our query expansion methods (Sections 6 and 7), we provide
additional zero-shot and supervised query expansion baselines in an overview table in Section 8.
For consistency, we choose extractive methods that pick terms from the conversation history to
add to the query. Specifically, we consider the following baselines:

—Historical Query Expansion (HQE) [46]: A zero-shot expansion method based on keyword
extraction. For fair comparison, we use the rewrites from HQE but do the retrieval step
using ColBERT (in contrast to the original article, that used the BM25 retrieval).

—QuReTeC [70]: A state-of-the-art BERT-based classifier that picks expansion terms, trained
on the conversational question rewriting dataset CANARD [21].

5 ZERO-SHOT CONVERSATIONAL CONTEXTUALIZATION

To answer RQ1, which asks whether the last user utterance (question) can be effectively con-
textualised with respect to the conversation history, we compare the performance of the non-
contextualised utterance (last-turn) with our contextualised approach (ZeCo2) in Table 2. It is clear
that contextualisation helps in all cases, especially in terms of Recall with relative improvements of
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Table 2. Effectiveness of Zero-shot Embedding Contextualization on TREC-CAsT Datasets

base-
retriever

variant
zero-
shot

CAsT’19 CAsT’20 CAsT’21
NDCG@3 R@100 NDCG@3 R@100 NDCG@3 R@100

ColBERT

last-turn a ✔ 0.214 0.157 0.155 0.124 0.140 0.154

all-history b ✔ 0.190 0.165 0.150 0.166 0.237 0.265

ZeCo2 (ours) ✔ 0.238 b 0.216 a,b,c 0.176 b 0.200 a,b,c 0.234 a 0.267 a

human 0.430 0.363 0.443 0.408 0.431 0.403

ConvDR [75]
zero-shot c ✔ 0.247 0.183 0.150 0.150 – –
few-shot 0.466 0.362 0.340 0.345 0.361 0.376
human 0.461 0.389 0.422 0.454 0.548 0.451

Bold font indicates the best zero-shot performing model. Superscripts indicate statistically significant improvements

(paired t-test, p − value < 0.05) of ZeCo2 over zero-shot models: last-turn a , all-history b and ConvDR zero-shot c .

37% - 73%. We further observe that our approach significantly outperforms the all-history baseline,
which uses the entire conversation as the query, in the first two datasets and yields comparable
performance on CAsT’21. We hypothesise that the baseline’s improved performance on CAsT’21
is due to its document-level annotations, with one document satisfying multiple turns of the con-
versation. We also observe that all-history performs worse than last-turn regarding NDCG@3 but
better regarding R@100. Furthermore,ZeCo2 outperforms the zero-shot ConvDR in most cases, es-
pecially with respect to Recall . Last, while the supervised versions of ConvDR clearly outperfom
ZeCo2 in NDCG@3, ZeCo2 remains competitive in terms of Recall .

5.1 Effect of Contextualisation on Last Turn Embeddings

Next we consider the effect of contextualisation on the user’s query, by looking into how this
changes the last turn’s query embeddings so that we answer RQ1.1.

What are the most influenced terms? As a first step, we measure how much term embed-
dings change when contextualised with conversation history. To do so, we define token embed-

ding change as the cosine distance between a term before and after contextualisation: Δ �tok =

1 − cos ( �tokZeCo2 , �toklast−turn ).
We report frequent terms ranked by average embedding change (avgΔ �tok) on Table 3(a). We

observe that terms indicating anaphora (“they”, “it”, etc.), punctuation symbols and special tokens
are the ones most influenced. This is expected, since users often use anaphoras referring to previ-
ous conversation rounds. Regarding punctuation and special tokens, one plausible explanation is
that a global representation of a turn is aggregated in those tokens after contextualization.
Similarly, we report embedding changes per part-of-speech tags on Table 3(b). We notice that

words that tend to have a more steady meaning across different contexts such as verbs (VERB),
nouns (NOUN ) and especially proper nouns (PROPN ) change much less as a result of our con-
textualization. The same stands for Adjectives (ADJ), probably due to the fact that their depen-
dent nouns are expected to be in the same turn, eg. “What are the origins of popular music? ”. In

contrast, punctuation (PUNCT ), pronouns (PRON ) and auxiliary (AUX ) terms change the most
after the contextualization. Regarding pronouns, that mostly consist of anaphora terms, this is
expected since they refer to terms from the previous conversation. Regarding punctuation and
auxiliary terms, eg. “Why did Ben Franklin want it to be the national symbol?”, we hypothesize
that those words are quite frequent in English language, but are not very discriminative towards
relevant documents— especially in the context of bi-encoders – and therefore are more prone to
be affected by their surrounding words [25]. One subsequent hypothesis that requires further in-
vestigation is that such words could encapsulate more general topic or conversation embeddings
in ColBERT.
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Table 3. Average Embedding Change after Contextualization (all CAsT Datasets)

frequency avg(Δ �tok)

token

they 60 0.501
it 196 0.480
[SEP] 934 0.464
? 873 0.458
that 52 0.440
. 192 0.424
... ... ...

macro-avg – 0.185
micro-avg – 0.323

(a) per (most frequent) token

frequency avg(Δ �tok)

POS tag

PROPN 245 0.138
ADJ 502 0.187
NOUN 1187 0.199
VERB 1000 0.243
ADV 195 0.263
ADP 561 0.304
AUX 648 0.374
PRON 1739 0.391
PUNCT 1219 0.44

(b) per POS tag

frequency avg(Δ �tok)

token type

stopwords 3913 0.356
non-stopwords 4032 0.269

(c) stopwords vs. non-stopwords

Lastly, Table 3(c) shows that conversational contextualization affects stopword embeddings
more than non-stopwords. This is in line with previous research, that found that in ad-hoc search
settings ColBERT embeddings of low-frequency terms vary less across different contexts [25].

How Do Terms Change when Contextualised? To illustrate how contextualisation changes the
term embeddings and how this in turn helps ranking, we perform both qualitative and quantita-
tive analyses on how the embedding of one of the most influenced anaphora terms (“it”) changes
and how resolution terms are brought into play. Resolution terms are highly discriminative, low-
frequency terms, which are often omitted in subsequent conversational turns due to the linguistic
phenomena of ellipsis and anaphoras. In contrast, anaphora words that are present in the last user
utterance are completely uninformative in the absence of the conversational context (e.g., omit-
ting “bronze age collapse”on query id 32_3 of Table 1). The effect of ignoring such discriminative,
low-frequency terms has been shown to have detrimental effect in ranking in search, as well as
particularly in Neural IR models [31, 69].

Qualitative Analysis. In Table 4 we focus on a highly influenced anaphora term ("it”) and match
it to the most similar token embeddings from the conversation history. We observe that in cer-
tain cases, zero-shot contextualization resolves anaphoras successfully, bringing anaphora embed-
dings very close to the referred term (“sociology”, “popular music”, “throat cancer”). The first row
shows one noteworthy example where the matching term is always cancer, but contextualization
allows it to resolve to the correct embedding of throat cancer instead of lung cancer. Further, this
leads to an increase in the token embedding similarity (from 0.48 to 1) – in other words, the token
embedding of “it”‘ becomes identical to “(throat) cancer”‘. Lastly, we see cases where embeddings
come closer to punctuation symbols, indicating that thosemight preserve some sort of global query
representation, or a multi-token concept (e.g., “the neverending story film .”).

Quantitative Analysis. Additionally, we quantitatively study to what extent ZeCo2 brings token
embeddings of anaphoras closer to resolutions and how this affects retrieval performance. To do so,
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Table 4. Examples of Best Term Matches of Anaphora Terms in Conversation History (Before & after

Query Contextualization)

Utterance
Human
resolution

Δ �tok Δ Recall

closest match
(non-contextualized)

closest match
(contextualized)

term similarity term similarity

what is the
first sign of it ?

throat
cancer

0.52 +0.31
tell me about
lung cancer.

0.48
what causes
throat cancer ?

1

What is the role of
positivism in it?

sociology 0.44 +0.67
what is taught in
sociology ?

0.55
what is taught in
sociology ?

1

what technological
developments enabled it ?

popular
music

0.54 +0.42
... the origins of
popularmusic ?

0.46
... the origins of
popularmusic ?

1

what is the
evidence for it ?

bronze age
collapse

0.36 0.00
tell me about the
bronze age collapse.

0.64
tell me about the
bronze age collapse.

1

why did ben franklin want it
to be the national symbol?

turkeys 0.22 +0.29
where are
turkeys from ?

0.55
where are
turkeys from ?

0.85

what is it
about?

neverending
story film

0.39 +0.12
the neverending
story film .

0.58
the neverending
story film .

0.88

Fig. 2. Correlation between ΔRecall and similarity change of anaphoras towards resolutions (CAsT ’19).

we automatically identify anaphoras and resolutions by comparing terms between human rewrites
and raw user utterances. We define the effect of contextualization in bringing anaphora embed-

dings (�A) closer to resolution embeddings (�R) as:

Δsim( �A→ �R) = sim( �AZeCo2 , �R) − sim( �Alast−turn , �R)

where anaphoras are contextualised within the last turn (�Alast−turn ) or the entireconversation

(�AZeCo2 ). We encode resolutions (�R) independently of the conversation to ensure they retain
their original representations. On queries with multi-token anaphoras or resolutions, we pick the
highest match.
We present the scatterplot of this change of similarity towards resolutions and ΔRecall on

Figure 2.We observe a correlation (Pearson’sR = 0.31,p−value = 0.005) between those two terms,
meaning that as anaphora embeddings go closer to resolutions, Recall improves. Additionally, we
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Table 5. Embedding Similarities between Anaphoras and

Resolution or Random Terms from the Conversations (CAsT ’19)

�R (resolution) �Rnd (random term)

�Alast−turn 0.178 0.255
�AZeCo2 0.372 0.204

observe that for most queries ΔRecall and Δsim are positive. This means that contextualization
almost always improves ranking and brings anaphoras closer to resolutions.
Since bringing anaphoras closer to resolutions could simply be a by-product of being encoded

together, we perform a secondary analysis, trying to quantify whether resolution terms are more
important than other terms found in the conversation for contextualization. To do so, we measure

similarities between anaphoras (�A) and (a) resolution terms (�R) vs (b) random terms from the same

conversation ( �Rnd) on Table 5. For consistency, we also encode random terms independently.
When anaphoras are contextualized within only the last-turn, they are more similar to ran-

dom terms than to resolutions on average. However, our method (ZeCo2) brings anaphoras closer
to their resolutions, while pushing them away from other (random) words from the same conversa-
tion. This confirms that resolutions have a high impact on contextualizing anaphoras, in contrast
to other random conversation words. The mechanism behind this effect requires further investi-
gation. It could be that simply the lower frequency of resolution terms has an effect here, but it is
also possible that pre-trained transformers have certain co-reference resolution capabilities (e.g.,
by relating “it”to a noun).

5.2 Contextualization Robustness across Turns

As conversations go deeper queries become more complex: later queries have more dependencies
and ambiguity, and the length of the conversation history grows longer [27, 50]. This can have
negative effects upon automated conversational searchmethods,making them fragile towards later
turns. In this subsection, we investigate how robust our contextualisation method is, at each turn.
In Figure 3, we measure retrieval performance of the various contextualised and non-

contextualised baselines we introduced per conversation turn. We see that performance of human
queries is high and relatively stable across turns, with performance averaging between 0.4 and
0.6 NDCG points in most cases. In contrast, last_turn dramatically degrades from the second turn
onward, with NDCG being below 0.2 points in most cases. This indicates the importance of taking
previous turns into account, either via rewriting or contextualization.
On the other hand, ZeCo2 performs noticeably better compared to the non-contextualized vari-

ant (last_turn) at all conversation depths, especially in terms of Recall . When compared to the
all_history baseline, it also shows more robustness and better performance with the exception of
some early turns in specific datasets (turn 2 and 3 on CAsT’19 and CAsT’21). However, ZeCo2

performance seems to follow a downward trend too as the conversation advances. This difficulty
could relate to longer sequences during the query encoding phase, or might as well be a conse-
quence of more complex semantics that appear after multiple conversation turns and (sub-) topic
shifts. Nonetheless, ZeCo2 remains relatively robust and competitive, despite some decline in per-
formance as conversations evolve.

Contextualisation Conclusions

In this part we provide an overview of our conclusions from this section. We observed that contex-
tualisation significantly improved ranking performance, especially in terms of Recall. We exam-
ined the mechanism through which this happens, concluding that when contextualising queries
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Fig. 3. Performance comparison of different methods at various conversation depths.

wrt the conversation, query embeddings tend to go closer to themissing resolution terms.We show
that this effect is stronger between anaphora terms and their corresponding resolutions, driving
the increase of ranking performance. As conversations evolve and become longer the effective-
ness of contextualisation dampens, but in general, improvements still occur in the last turns of the
conversation.

6 ABSTRACTIVE EXPANSION BASED ON MASKED LANGUAGE MODELLING

Following the conversational contextualization, we explore whether query expansion from the
conversation history can also be beneficial towards retrieval. Query expansion methods add
terms from previous turns to the last user query to make the last user query self-contained. These
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Table 6. Abstractive Expansion Results

CAsT’19 CAsT’20 CAsT’21
Query variant NDCG@3 R@100 NDCG@3 R@100 NDCG@3 R@100

last_turn 0.214 0.157 0.155 0.124 0.140 0.154
last_turn + abstr. expansion 0.249 0.224 0.165 0.194 0.188 0.208

ZeCo2 0.238 0.216 0.176 0.200 0.234 0.267
ZeCo2 + abstr. expansion 0.279 0.310 0.168 0.237 0.273 0.332

human (oracle) 0.430 0.363 0.443 0.408 0.431 0.403

methods been one of the main approaches used to tackle conversational search [67, 70]. This
line of work mostly tries to identify terms from the history and add them to the query. Instead,
we introduce an abstractive expansion method that generates new token embeddings based on
the query and conversation history and uses them to match documents. In this section, we aim
to answer RQ2, that is, whether abstractive query expansion can be contextualized with the
conversation to improve dense passage retrieval.
Concretely, our abstractive expansion method takes advantage of the ColBERT [37] embedding-

based query expansion method, which adds [MASK] tokens to queries, allowing it to generate
additional embeddings that will match document tokens and change the ranking. This expan-
sion mechanism is learned through (a) the Masked-Language-Modeling objective of BERT’s pre-
training, where the encoder tries to predict the following query term, and (b) the ad-hoc ranking
fine-tuning task, where the retriever tries to bring closer this embedding to tokens from relevant
documents [19, 37]. At inference time, the expansion mechanism tries to generate matching em-
beddings being conditioned on the query. In the context of conversational search and contextual-
ization, we apply this abstractive expansion in a similar, straightforward way: We add expansion
embeddings in the end of the query, and allow them to be contextualized by both the conversation
history and last user utterance (Equation (4)), as explained in Section 3.4.

Note that this approach differs from previous generative query expansion/rewriting
works [44, 74] that use seq2seq models to rewrite the query text in various aspects. Most impor-
tantly, our method generates embeddings that can be used directly for matching document tokens
and does not require an additional query rewriting model or phase. Additionally, this method does
not require supervision from query rewriting datasets (e.g., CANARD [21]).

Abstractive Expansion Results. To studyRQ2, we add 25 abstractive expansion ([MASK]) tokens
on top of the previously introduced last_turn and contextualised (ZeCo2) variants. We omit the
previously used “all_history”baseline, since it already uses the entire history for matching without
demonstrating strong performance.We study the number of expansion tokens as a hyperparameter
in the follow-up part 6.
We present results on Table 6 and observe that adding abstractive expansion tokens is very ben-

eficial for retrieval, both for the last_query and contextualized variant. The variant that includes
both conversational contextualization along with abstractive expansion from the conversation out-
performs the rest, improving Recall substantially and closing the gap from the human oracle vari-
ant. Therefore, we answer RQ2 positively, concluding that abstractive expansion tokens can be
contextualised with the conversation history successfully to improve ranking.

Number of expansion tokens. In this part, we investigate what is the optimal number of expan-
sion ([MASK]) tokens to add in the query.
This is important, since query and expansion tokens are linearly combined in the scoring func-

tion (Equation (3)). That means that for a query consisting of 10 tokens and 10 expansion tokens,
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Fig. 4. Ranking performance with respect to the number of (MLM) expansion tokens.

the expansion tokens would contribute 50% of the score. Hence, adding more expansion tokens
would bias the score towards query expansion matches and down-weigh the importance of the
tokens originating from the last user question, possibly leading to performance degradation.
We measure performance per number of expansion ([MASK]) tokens added in Figure 4 and

observe that adding MLM expansion tokens improves ranking metrics, with one exception
(NDCG@3 in CAsT’20). Adding five expansion tokens already provides a reasonable performance
boost, while adding 25 tokens performs reasonably well across all settings. One possible explana-
tion for that is that during pre-training, the average number of [MASK] tokens added per query
was closer to this number (the maximum query length of 32 minus the average query length).

NDCG@3 seems to be much more volatile than R@1K , since it generally focuses on the top
ranking positions and has a lower cutoff. However, Recall seems to have an upward trend as we
add more expansion tokens. This seems to be in line with previous work, that showed that query
rewrites that achieve a higher Rouдe −R has better Recall effectiveness. This is reasonable, since it
suggests that rewrites that add more history terms than others (and hence focus on Rouдe −Recall
rather thanRouдe−Precision) tend to achieve better Recall on rankingmetrics [67]. Finally, a some-
what surprising finding is that even in the extreme case of adding 100 expansion tokens, expansion
helps. Note that in that case, most of the scoring is contributed by expansion tokens rather than
query or conversation history terms. It could be possible that the expansion embeddings are repli-
cating some of the embeddings of the last turn as well, or that they are able to detect reasonably
good expansion matches from the entire conversation context.

6.1 Effect of Contextualization on Abstractive Expansion Embeddings

To understand the effect of contextualization on the expansion embeddings, we perform an analy-
sis similar to Section 5.1. However, instead of focusing on embeddings of anaphora turns, here we
focus on how contextualization changes the expansion (MASK ) embeddings.

Where Do [MASK] Tokens Resolve to? As a starting point, we perform a qualitative analysis of
conversational queries, where we match expansion embeddings with the most similar embedding
from the conversation. Note that we follow the same technique as the previous Table 4, but only
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Table 7. Examples of Best Term Matches of ([MASK]) Expansion Embeddings to the Conversation History

Utterance
Human
resolution

ΔRecall
(+ZeCo2)

ΔRecall
(+ZeCo2

+MASK )

closest match to [MASK]

term simil

how did it originally
work? [SEP] [MASK]

netflix +0.11 +0.39 how was Netflix started? 0.95

why did it create tension
with the US? [SEP] [MASK]

galileo system +0.31 +0.52 what is the GALILEO system .. 0.76

what are examples of
important ones? [SEP] [MASK]

real-time databases +0.07 +0.19 what is a real –time database ? 0.88

how does the relationship
influence biodiversity? [SEP] [MASK]

predator and pray +0.16 +0.12 what do predator plants eat? 0.85

what is different compared to
previous legislation? [SEP] [MASK]

between GDPR and EU
Data Protection Directive
95/46/EC

+0.56 +0.25 The gdpr is expected to 0.7

how much does an owner
typically make? [SEP] [MASK]

a Burger King
franchise

0.00 +0.22 purchasing a burger king franchise. 0.87

that’s later than i expected.
who were the winners? [SEP] [MASK]

snowboarding winners
winter olympics 1998

+0.28 +0.14
snowboarding became a winter
olympic sport in 1998.

0.82

tell me more about angel
rounds. [SEP] [MASK]

investment +0.45 +0.12 seed money options include friends 0.91

why did the a380 stop being
produced? [SEP] [MASK]

Airbus +0.57 −0.57 responding to lagging a300 - 600f and
a310fsales, airbus began marketing...

.73

Tell me about the Firebase
DB. [SEP] [MASK]

– −0.07 −0.14 what is a real-time database ? 0.66

Where was Parmesan cheese
created? [SEP] [MASK]

– +0.30 −0.30 what ismortadella and [...] 0.75

tell me more about traceability
tools. [SEP] [MASK]

for GMO foods
in the EU

+0.66 −0.30 whether GM products should be labeled.
Labeling of GMO [..]

0.82

tell me about the origins of the
JusticeLeague. [SEP] [MASK]

(in the DC universe) +0.07 −0.23 who are the Avengers ? 0.75

are there tourism activities related
to trucks or trains? [SEP] [MASK]

(in downtown Chattanooga) N/A N/A What is Chattanooga famous for? 0.84

The reported ΔRecall improvements are additive, ie. ΔRecall (+ZeCo2 +MASK ) measures improvement over

ΔRecall (+ZeCo2).

report the closest matches after contextualisation for clarity. We choose the top improving and
harming cases, as well as some representative examples demonstrating ellipsis or anaphoras.
For each query, we report Recall improvements when contextualization is added on top of

the raw queries (+ZeCo2) and when one MASK token is added on top of the contextualized
query (+ZeCo2+MASK). Improvements are additive, i.e., +ZeCo2+MASK indicates improvement
over +ZeCo. We observe a number of cases where the mask token comes close to resolution token
embeddings, resulting in improved performance which often surpasses the improvements of con-
textualisation. Another interesting observation is that this token might often be a non-descriptive
article (e.g., a, the) of the missing entity or resolution token, or simply a term that is topically
related to the conversation topic (e.g., seed money and investment rounds).
On the other hand, we observe a few cases where adding generative expansion tokens harms

performance. This is often a result of expanding with tokens different than the missing resolution
terms (e.g., sales instead of Airbus) or in cases when expansion is not needed, yet an incorrect
entity term is added (e.g., mortadella).
More interestingly though, in some of those examples, we can also observe how [MASK] tokens

can help in queries that contain the linguistic phenomenon of ellipsis; i.e., that certain terms are
implied in the context of the previous conversation. We see one such example in the last query of
Table 7. The user ask the system about tourism activities, but the location of interest is only implied.
In this case, the [MASK] token embedding goes closer to the location term “Chattanooga”, that
would probably boost retrieval (relevance judgements are missing on this query). Other similar
examples are the “(predator and prey) relationship”, where the [MASK] embedding goes closer to
predator and boosts Recall an extra +0.12 points and ‘(a Burger King Franchise owner)” which
results in +0.22 Recall points. In all these cases, there was no explicit correference in the last
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Fig. 5. Correlation between ΔRecall and similarity change of [MASK] tokens towards resolutions (CAsT ’19).

Table 8. Embedding Similarities between Anaphora ( �[A]) or
�[MASK] Tokens and Resolution (�R) or Random ( �Rnd) Terms

from the Conversations (CAsT ’19)

�R (resolution) �Rnd (random term)

�Alast−turn 0.178 0.255
�AZeCo2 0.372 0.204

�[MASK]last−turn 0.187 0.210
�[MASK]ZeCo2 0.474 0.230

The first two rows are copied from Table 5 for easier reference.

utterance and hence contextualisation alone could not fully capture the relevant resolution terms,
without the [MASK] token.

Contextualization Effect on MLM Expansion Embeddings. Further, we seek to investigate how
conversational contextualisation affects the [MASK] embeddings. This is important, since this
MLM-expansion method has proven to improve performance in ad-hoc search and might be ir-
relevant with regards to conversational expansion. In a similar spirit of the quantitative analyses
performed in Section 5, we define the effect of contextualisation on bringing [MASK] embeddings

towards resolutions as Δsim( �[MASK]→ �R).
We observe the scatter plot of this Δsim against ΔRecall in Figure 5 and detect a significant

correlation between those terms (Pearson’s R = 0.31, p − value = 0.007). Note that this corre-
lation is in fact stronger than the one detected between anaphora embeddings and performance
improvements. We observe again that, in most cases, adding a contextualised expansion embed-
ding improves Recall (ΔRecall > 0), while contextualisation brings those embeddings closer to
resolutions (Δsim > 0).

In Table 8, we follow the same analysis of Table 5 and measure similarities between contex-

tualized, non-contextualized [MASK] tokens and random ( �Rnd) vs. resolution terms (�R) from the
conversation.We confirm that resolution terms have a greater effect on the expansion embeddings.
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Fig. 6. Per turn improvements when Abstractive expansion tokens are added upon different query variants

(last_turn, ZeCo2 and human).

Comparing the numbers that correspond to [MASK] tokens (last two rows) to the ones
corresponding to Anaphoras (first two rows), we can conclude that that contextualization affect
more and bring closer to resolutions the [MASK] tokens (0.474), rather than the anaphoras (0.372;
Table 5).

In practice, this strengthens our intuition that abstractive expansion can be a very effective tech-
nique for identifying and implicitly adding salient conversation terms for conversational search.
In Section 7 we build on this finding to help us identify relevant expansion terms in an extractive
way.

6.2 Robustness of Abstractive Expansion across Turns

To better understand whether the abstractive expansion from conversations can be applied ro-
bustly to all conversation depths, we compare the per-turn improvements in performance when
expansion is added, on the ZeCo2, last_turn and human variants (Figure 6). Improvements over
the last_turn variant (in blue) and human variant (in green) do not involve conversations or the
conversational contextualization and can therefore be thought of the added benefit of using the
ColBERT expansion. However, the improvements of using [MASK] expansion tokens also involve
the capacity of the encoder to take advantage of the conversation as an expansion source.
First, we notice that adding the abstractive expansion is almost always beneficial, across depths,

variants and datasets (ΔRecall > 0). In general, we see that expanding upon the last turn brings
small but stable improvements, which is expected. Expanding upon the human variant brings ro-
bust improvements, of larger magnitudes. This demonstrates that expansion is helpful even upon
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oracle queries and is in agreement with the original results of ColBERT [37]. The larger magni-
tude of the improvements is probably due to the fact that oracle queries provide a clearer signal
for expansion compared to the noisy signal of the whole conversation.
Looking more closely into the improvements upon ZeCo2 variant, we see they can also be very

strong although not entirely robust across turns. Specifically, those improvements seem to follow
a U-shaped distribution: they start strong in early turns, drop in middle turns and finally recover
in the few last turns. Stagnation in middle turns is expected, since after 3-4 conversation rounds
the context accumulates but it is unclear whether the recovery of the improvements towards the
end of the conversation has a clear explanation or is related to some dataset artefact.
In principle, expansion upon ZeCo2 brings more improvements compared to expanding upon

last_turn queries. This indicates that the abstractive expansion mechanism can effectively utilize
the conversation history in most datasets and depths. However, the added benefit is generally
lower than what we observe upon the human variant, where the expansion cannot be confused
with irrelevant terms since it can only be affected by the oracle queries. In any case, we see that
the expansion technique is beneficial at different conversation depths. However, our analysis sug-
gests that it might be less effective when the context is lengthier or in the last few turns where
queries can have more complex dependencies. This suggests that a better way to handle complex
dependencies and lengthier context is needed and supervision might be beneficial.

Abstractive Expansion Conclusions

In this part, we summarise our findings on the abstractive expansion technique we introduced.
We conclude that the generated abstractive expansion token embeddings improve ranking, and
when those are contextualized jointly with respect to the conversation and current turnwe achieve
better performance. This means that the abstractive expansion can effectively use the conversation
history to bring important missing terms and concepts into account. In fact, we find that the ability
of [MASK] tokens seem more effective in doing so compared to anaphora terms (e.g., it). Lastly,
we conclude that the amount of expansion tokens added does not play an important role, while
the benefits of contextualising expansion tokens fade as conversations grow longer.

7 EXTRACTIVE EXPANSION BASED ON ATTENTION WEIGHTS

Expanding queries with terms from the conversation history has been one of the main approaches
used for Conversational Passage Retrieval. The goal is to make the query of the last turn self-
contained and independent of the conversation [46, 70]. Selecting the right expansion terms is
very important as we saw in Table 2, where we observed big gaps across the performance of the
last_turn, all_history, andhuman variants. However, most query expansionmodels [43, 50, 70, 75]
so far rely on CANARD [21] for supervision, or synthetic data. In this section we explore to what
extent a dense retriever can effectively select the expansion terms without supervision. To do so,
we rely on attention weights for identifying missing words from the conversation history. Atten-
tion scores have been used multiple times in the past as a means of explaining the predictions of
transformers. In fact, the value of attention weights for explainability is an on-going debate in the
research community [7, 35, 71], while various methods have been introduced to measure the flow
of information in the transformer through attention weights [1, 22].

For the case of conversational passage retrieval, we saw in earlier sections that the dense re-
triever can effectively contextualize queries since it introduces salient terms from the conversation
history. One effect of that was bringing anaphora term embeddings closer to their resolutions. This
indicates that the attention mechanism might be a useful resource towards distinguishing history
terms that complement the last turn. To identify terms that are referred or connected with the cur-
rent context to previous, we measure attention weights from the current (last_turn) to the history.
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Our preliminary experiments showed little success when aggregating scores from all last_turn to-
kens, so we focus on measuring attentions from 3 different types of tokens from the conversation
history:

—Oracle Anaphoras: Anaphora terms, identified as as the ones missing from the human reso-
lutions (this is an oracle setting because it requires knowing the human resolution)

— Vocab. Anaphoras: Anaphora terms from a vocabulary (e.g., “they”, “it”)
— [MASK] Token: The Masked-Language-Modelling token, which was also used in Section 6
for abstractive expansion

We perform experiments using a fixed number of terms (1, 5, 10 and 15) in Table 9 for all CAsT
datasets. Following previous work [67, 70] we report ranking performance and intrinsic evaluation
metrics, which measures performance on successfully retrieving the word-level resolutions from
the conversation. Regarding the latter we report Rouдe−1, whichmeasures unigram overlap, using
the human rewritten queries as reference text and generated queries as candidate text.

Comparison of Expansion Source Token in Attention-based Methods. In terms of Rouge-Precision
and F1, we observe that expanding from a vocabulary of anaphora terms (e.g., “he”, “it”, etc.) per-
forms best. Intuitively, it is natural that the encoder would be more successful in picking up reso-
lution terms (especially co-references) from these predefined anaphora terms. However, while this
is consistent across different settings, it rarely outperforms expanding from other sources (oracle
anaphoras or MASK tokens) in terms of ranking metrics. This could be due to the fact that fewer
queries are expanded comparably to other methods, since the predefined anaphora vocabulary is
quite limited.
Expanding from oracle anaphoras leads to marginally better NDCG@3 in CAsT’20. However,

focusing on [MASK] token attentions allows us to achieve higher Rouge-Recall, leading to always
higher (ranking) Recall and competitive NDCG@3 performance. Results indicate that expanding
from [MASK] tokens is capable of adding the most relevant terms from the history, preserving
a good trade-off between precision and recall based metrics. Additionally, as we discussed on
Section 6, this is the only method that would be able to detect the phenomenon of ellipsis, which
is very common in this setting.

Optimal Number of Expansion Source Tokens in Attention-Based Methods. As expected, we ob-
serve that, as we add more expansion terms to the query, Rouge-P deteriorates and Rouge-R im-
proves. A good tradeoff is achieved across metrics when adding five terms, which is also intuitively
a reasonable number. In any case, our extractive expansion method hardly ever harms ranking per-
formance and usually provides improvements of several NDCG and Recall points. Hence, we can
conclude that expanding based on attention scores is a simple yet effective method for zero-shot
conversational query expansion, based only on the query encoder of a Dense Retriever model.
For the remainder of this article, we add five extracted expansion terms based onMASKs, since

this method allows us to abolish dependences on specific anaphora terms and ranking metrics
confirm its effectiveness. We compare the performance of the extractive expansion method we
introduced to other extractive baselines in Section 8.

Extractive Expansion Conclusions

In this section, we investigated to what extent attention scores from the query encoder can be used
as ameans to identify resolution terms from the history, in a zero-shotway.We found that attention
can be successfully used to identify such terms from the history, and adding their embeddings to
the query improves ranking performance.We also concluded that measuring the attention weights
from the abstractive expansion tokens ([MASK]) is more effective and flexible compared to relying
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Table 9. Extractive Expansion Results

expansion
source

# expansion
terms

# expanded
queries

Rouge-P Rouge-R Rouge-F1 NDCG@3 R@100 R@1K

CAsT’19

No expansion 0 0/479 0.238 0.216 0.415

oracle anaphoras
1

213/479 0.89 0.79 0.83 0.244 0.220 0.445
vocab. anaphoras 161/479 0.90 0.78 0.82 0.244 0.218 0.423
[MASK] token 429/479 0.83 0.79 0.80 0.247 0.231 0.439

oracle anaphoras
5

213/479 0.81 0.83 0.80 0.248 0.218 0.444
vocab. anaphoras 161/479 0.83 0.81 0.80 0.247 0.220 0.433
[MASK] token 429/479 0.63 0.85 0.71 0.279 0.256 0.495

oracle anaphoras
10

213/479 0.75 0.84 0.75 0.259 0.217 0.450
vocab. anaphoras 161/479 0.79 0.82 0.77 0.258 0.223 0.438
[MASK] token 429/479 0.50 0.88 0.62 0.266 0.241 0.485

oracle anaphoras
15

213/479 0.72 0.85 0.73 0.250 0.215 0.439
vocab. anaphoras 161/479 0.76 0.83 0.75 0.253 0.220 0.430
[MASK] token 429/479 0.44 0.89 0.56 0.245 0.225 0.458

CAsT’20

No expansion 0 0/216 0.176 0.200 0.377

oracle anaphoras
1

121/216 0.82 0.67 0.72 0.179 0.208 0.388
vocab. anaphoras 57/216 0.84 0.66 0.73 0.179 0.208 0.384
[MASK] token 190/216 0.78 0.67 0.71 0.176 0.210 0.388

oracle anaphoras
5

121/216 0.73 0.69 0.69 0.178 0.216 0.394
vocab. anaphoras 57/216 0.79 0.68 0.71 0.177 0.213 0.393
[MASK] token 190/216 0.62 0.71 0.65 0.170 0.230 0.420

oracle anaphoras
10

121/216 0.67 0.72 0.66 0.177 0.213 0.397
vocab. anaphoras 57/216 0.77 0.69 0.70 0.175 0.210 0.399
[MASK] token 190/216 0.52 0.74 0.59 0.175 0.225 0.430

oracle anaphoras
15

121/216 0.63 0.74 0.63 0.173 0.214 0.399
vocab. anaphoras 57/216 0.75 0.70 0.69 0.173 0.210 0.399
[MASK] token 190/216 0.45 0.77 0.55 0.170 0.225 0.425

CAsT’21

No expansion 0 0/239 0.234 0.267 0.498

oracle anaphoras
1

108/239 0.85 0.68 0.74 0.238 0.272 0.505
vocab. anaphoras 61/239 0.86 0.68 0.74 0.239 0.272 0.502
[MASK] token 184/239 0.82 0.68 0.73 0.247 0.271 0.513

oracle anaphoras
5

108/239 0.78 0.70 0.71 0.248 0.285 0.511
vocab. anaphoras 61/239 0.83 0.69 0.73 0.247 0.279 0.507
[MASK] token 184/239 0.68 0.70 0.67 0.262 0.300 0.535

oracle anaphoras
10

108/239 0.73 0.71 0.69 0.244 0.282 0.512
vocab. anaphoras 61/239 0.79 0.69 0.71 0.242 0.275 0.510
[MASK] token 184/239 0.58 0.72 0.62 0.264 0.293 0.529

oracle anaphoras
15

108/239 0.71 0.72 0.67 0.247 0.282 0.512
vocab. anaphoras 61/239 0.78 0.70 0.69 0.247 0.275 0.513
[MASK] token 184/239 0.54 0.73 0.59 0.264 0.296 0.538

Best overall results are underlined, while best across each group are boldfaced.
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on anaphora terms, while adding 5 expansion terms from the history seems to achieve a good
trade-off between intrinsic and extrinsic evaluation metrics.

8 COMBINING CONTEXTUALIZATION WITH UNIFIED AND INDEPENDENT

EXPANSIONS

The methods introduced in this paper can be roughly categorized into two families: (i) contex-
tualization methods that influence last turn embeddings using the conversation history, and
(ii) expansion methods that explicitly try to resolve the conversational query dependencies by
appending term embeddings. While these methods work differently, they can be combined to rank
documents with conversational queries. We explore this possibility in this section. Apart from the
unified expansion–retrieval methods we introduced, we also include baseline extractive expan-
sion methods that do not depend on the Dense Retriever. Specifically, we consider the following
expansion methods:

— Abstractive-U : Abstractive Expansion, Unified in the retriever and zero-shot (from Section 6).
— Extractive-U : Extractive Expansion, Unified in the retriever and zero-shot (from Section 7)
— Extractive-CORP : Corpus-based extractive expansion HQE [46], a zero-shot keyword-
extraction method that relies on BM25 scores to (a) model the need for query expansion
and (b) select expansion keywords.

— Extractive-TRAIN : QuReTeC [70], a trained query expansion model.

We only consider extractive expansionmethods and not generative methods, since the latter can
add words that do not exist in the conversation history. We choose HQE as a competing zero-shot
method and QuReTeC as a trained state-of-the-art baseline. We run all rewritten queries across the
sameDense Retriever (ColBERT), ensuring for fair comparison. That also allows us to assess expan-
sion methods independently and regardless of the contextualization, which allows us to contrast
unified expansion–retrieval models with (i) methods that use the retrieval corpus and its statistics
through BM25 scores (HQE) and (ii) trained expansion methods (QuReTeC).
To combine query rewrites with contextualization, we follow the same process described in

Section 3.6: We encode the entire conversation including the current turn, but match using only
the embeddings of the current turn, including the historical expansion terms as indicated from
the methods above. We perform extrinsic evaluation of methods (passage ranking performance)
in Table 10. For extractive methods, we also provide expansion statistics, as well as an intrinsic
evaluation (Rouдe) in Table 11.

Unified Expansion-Retrieval Methods. We observe that among the methods that work solely
based on the query encoder, the abstractive method is the most effective. Combining our abstrac-
tive and extractive query-encoder based methods expansion does not yield additive performance
improvements, however, it ensures more robust performance in CAsT’20, where methods individ-
ually are not so strong.

Benchmarking Expansion Methods without Contextualization. Looking at the results of the other
two expansion methods, some interesting observations arise. The trained expansion method
(QuReTeC), which we expect to be superior, works much better in terms of NDCG in CAsT’19
and ’20. However, the unsupervised keyword-based method HQE demonstrates stronger Recall
performance in those two datasets and outperforms the trained expansion model. This is likely
has to do with HQE expanding queries much more aggressively compared to other methods (see
Table 11). This phenomenon has also been observed in mixed-initiative conversations [40].

Looking into CAsT’21, however, we see that both of these models fail to outperform our unsu-
pervised variants. QuReTeC is on par with our method in terms of NDCG, where its performance
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Table 10. Combining Contextualization with Various Expansion Methods

Query CAsT’19 CAsT’20 CAsT’21
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[7
0] NDCG@3 R@100 R@1K NDCG@3 R@100 R@1K NDCG@3 R@100 R@1K

0.214 0.157 0.365 0.155 0.124 0.224 0.140 0.154 0.277

✔ 0.2377 0.216 0.415 0.176 0.200 0.378 0.234 0.267 0.498
✔ ✔ 0.279 0.31 0.573 0.168 0.237 0.440 0.273 0.332 0.581

✔ ✔ 0.279 0.256 0.495 0.170 0.230 0.420 0.2617 0.300 0.535
✔ ✔ ✔ 0.275 0.307 0.573 0.178 0.24 0.438 0.275 0.330 0.584

✔ 0.304 0.334 0.590 0.200 0.288 0.537 0.205 0.290 0.526
✔ ✔ 0.267 0.267 0.532 0.185 0.265 0.487 0.254 0.316 0.563

✔ 0.388 0.319 0.512 0.234 0.290 0.472 0.235 0.280 0.468
✔ ✔ 0.283 0.294 0.553 0.183 0.290 0.536 0.271 0.324 0.552

Human 0.430 0.363 0.547 0.443 0.408 0.620 0.431 0.403 0.636

Best results across each group shown in bold and best overall results underlined.

Table 11. Intrinsic Evaluation and Statistics for Various Expansion Methods

# expansion
terms

# expanded
queries

Rouge-P Rouge-R Rouge-F1

CAsT’19

Extractive-QE 5 429/479 0.63 0.85 0.71

Extractive-CORPUS [46] 7.1 (avg) 429/479 0.63 0.97 0.74

Extractive-TRAIN [70] 1.9 (avg) 356/479 0.95 0.96 0.95

CAsT’20

Extractive-QE 5 190/216 0.62 0.71 0.65

Extractive-CORPUS [46] 17.5 (avg) 190/216 0.40 0.80 0.50

Extractive-TRAIN [70] 2.6 (avg) 146/216 0.81 0.76 0.78

CAsT’21

Extractive-QE 5 184/239 0.68 0.70 0.67

Extractive-CORPUS [46] 75.5 (avg) 213/239 0.22 0.80 0.30

Extractive-TRAIN [70] 2.4 (avg) 147/239 0.83 0.74 0.76

is stronger, but starts lacking further in terms of Recall . This is likely due to the gradual changes
in conversations introduced across years in CAsT, the most important being the long canonical
document responses and user provided feedback. This could result in a gap between the conver-
sations seen from the QuReTeC model at training time (from CANARD dataset) versus inference,
highlighting the importance in the existence of unsupervised methods too.
When it comes to HQE, the corpus-dependent unsupervised method, we see that its aggressive

expansion tendency backfires in CAsT’21, where canonical responses consist of long documents.
Specifically, HQE adds as many as 75 expansion terms per query on average (Table 11), which
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makes it less competitive—especially in top ranking positions. Nonetheless, its overall performance
indicates the value of using ranking signals (e.g., BM25 scores) for query expansion.

Contextualizing IndependentQuery Expansion Methods. Following up, we now explore whether
the non-query-encoder based expansion methods can benefit from contextualization. We observe
that contextualization does not seem to further help HQE or QuReTeC in most cases. This comes
with the exception of CAsT’21, where both the corpus-based and trained expansion lack in com-
parison to contextualization and their combination bridges the gap from it. However, the only
additive improvement we observe is in the case of CAsT’20 (QuReTeC + Contextualization), for
Recall and especially at higher cutoffs.
Those results raise the question on whether incorporating expansion terms and contextualiza-

tion could be improved.

9 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we explore the possibility of performing conversational search in a zero-shot setting,
solely using the “knowledge”encoded in the weights of a Dense Retriever. We do so by (a) contex-
tualizing embeddings with respect to the conversation history, and (b) expanding conversational
queries using abstractive and extractivemethods that are unified inside theDense Retriever’s query
encoder.
We answer RQ1 positively, that is, zero-shot contextualisation of conversational queries

improves dense passage retrieval. We find that ZeCo2 introduces a desirable bias towards salient
terms from the conversation, mostly in the basis of bringing anaphora terms closer to their
resolution terms. Contextualisation improves performance in most conversational depths, but
demonstrates stronger improvements in earlier turns. We also introduce expansion to improve
performance further, specifically targeting ellipsis phenomena (omitting content from previous
rounds without explicit reference to it). In RQ2, we explore abstractive expansion, which
concatenates [MASK] tokens to the end of the conversation, allowing them to be contextualised
through it and use their embeddings for matching. We find that contextualizing the abstractive
expansion also improves dense passage retrieval by introducing a similar, yet even stronger bias
towards salient conversation terms.
Next, we investigate RQ3 that uses a simple heuristic based on attention weights to extract

important previous terms (and their embeddings) from the Dense Retriever. We conclude that
this method also improves dense passage retrieval and measuring the attention weights from the
abstractive expansion ([MASK]) tokens is most effective on identifying resolutions and improving
retrieval.
Finally, in RQ4 we compare our unified resolution–retrieval methods with other zero-shot or

trained extractive expansion baselines, concluding that performance of our zero-shot unifiedmeth-
ods is competitive and outperforms the baselines in CAsT’21, where the conversation includes
different characteristics compared to previous years. In general, we find that while trained expan-
sion methods to be more precise and effective in the top of the ranking (i.e., NDCG), unsuper-
vised methods can outperform them in Recall . Additionally, we find that our unified zero-shot
resolution–retrieval methods outperform the rest in CAsT’21, where new discourse characteris-
tics are added in the queries. Lastly, we find that combining contextualization with expansion is
effective when expansion is unified on the Dense Retriever and is more challenging with external
expansion systems.
As a future direction, we aim to extend this work to a few-shot setting. Another valuable direc-

tion is to improve the extractive expansion, by choosing a more sophisticated attention scoring
method and relaxing the condition of manual selection of number of terms to be added. Other
important directions are related to the finding that supervised methods do not always outperform
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their zero-shot counterparts. This is related to (i) a trade-off between Precision and Recall, as well
as (ii) changes in the characteristics of conversations, such as richer interactions (user feedback)
and handling longer context (introducing canonical document responses). The former indicates
that different rewriting or expansion methods might be needed for first-stage rankers to reach a
higher recall. The latter highlights that further research is needed in handling lengthier interac-
tions as well as richer ones. This calls for a set of more generalizable methods that can be more
invariant to changes in the forms and characteristics of conversations. This is needed since current
conversational datasets [2, 5, 15–17] have fixed characteristics defined by dataset creators and thus
can fall short in real-world scenarios, considering the full amount of interactions a conversation
with a real user can cover.
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